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STRICHARTZ ESTIMATES WITHOUT LOSS OUTSIDE MANY

STRICTLY CONVEX OBSTACLES

DAVID LAFONTAINE *

Abstract. We prove Strichartz estimates without loss for Schrödinger and
wave equations outside finitely many strictly convex obstacles verifying Ikawa’s
condition, introduced in [Ika88]. We extend the approach introduced in [Laf17b,
Laf17a] for the two convex case.

1. Introduction

Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension d. We are interested in the
Schrödinger

{

i∂tu−∆gu = 0

u(0) = u0
(1.1)

and wave equations on M
{

∂2t u−∆gu = 0

(u(0), ∂tu(0)) = (f, g),
(1.2)

where ∆g is the Laplace-Beltrami operator. A key to study the perturbative theory
and the nonlinear problems associated with these equations is to understand the
size and the decay of the linear flows. One tool to quantify these decays is the
so-called Strichartz estimates

‖u‖Lq(0,T )Lr(M) ≤ CT (‖u0‖Ḣs + ‖u1‖Ḣs−1) , (Waves)

‖u‖Lq(0,T )Lr(M) ≤ CT ‖u0‖L2 , (Schrödinger)

where (p, q) has to follow an admissiblity condition given by the scaling of the
equation, respectively
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2
, (q, r, d) 6= (2,∞, 2),

for the Schrödinger and wave equations.
These estimates have a long story, beginning with the work of [Str77] for the

p = q case in R
n, extended to all exponents by [GV85], [LS95], and [KT98]. For

the wave equation in a manifold without boundary, the finite speed of propaga-
tion shows that it suffices to work in local coordinates to obtain local Strichartz
estimates. This path was followed by [Kap89], [MSS93], [Smi98], and [Tat02].
The case of a manifold with boundary, where reflexions have to be dealt with, is
more difficult. Estimates outside one convex obstacle for the wave equation were
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obtained by [SS95], following the parametrix construction of Melrose and Taylor,
which gives an explicit representation of the solution near diffractive points, and
for the Schrödinger equation later by [Iva10].

The first local estimates for the wave equation on a general domain were shown
by [BLP08] for certain ranges of indices, then extended by [BSS09]. These estimates
cannot be as good as in the flat case : [Iva12] showed indeed that a loss has to occur
if some concavity is met, because of the formation of caustics. Recently, [ILP14] and
[ILLP] obtained almost sharp local Strichartz estimates inside a convex domain.

One obstruction to the establishment of global estimates without loss is the
presence of trapped geodesics. Under a non trapping assumption, such estimates
were established for the wave equation by the works of [SS00], [Bur03] and [Met04].
For the Schrödinger flow in the boundaryless case, [BT07], [Bou11], [HTW06],
[ST02] obtained the estimates in several non-trapping geometries.

When trapped geodesics are met, [Bur04] showed that a loss with respect to the
flat case has to occur for the wave equation in the global L2 integrability of the
flow, and his counterpart, the smoothing estimate, for the Schrödinger equation,
which write respectively in the flat case as

‖(χu, χ∂tu)‖L2(R,Ḣs×Ḣs−1) . ‖u0‖Ḣs + ‖u1‖Ḣs−1 (Waves),

‖χu‖L2(R,H1/2) . ‖u0‖L2 (Schrödinger).

Despite this loss in the smoothing estimate, [BGH10] showed Strichartz estimates
without loss for the Schrödinger equation in an asymptotically euclidian manifold
without boundary for which the trapped set is sufficiently small and exhibits an
hyperbolic dynamic.

Following this breakthrough, we recently proved in [Laf17b, Laf17a] global Strichartz
estimates without loss for Schrödinger and wave equations outside two strictly con-
vex obstacles, exhibiting in the boundary case the first trapped situation where no
loss occurs. The goal of this paper is to extend this result to the case of the exterior
of N ≥ 3 convex obstacles, which is in many aspects a counterpart with boundaries
of the framework studied in [BGH10] .

In this N -convex obstacles setting, there is infinitely many trapped rays. There-
fore, there is a competition between the large number of parts of the flow that
remain trapped between the obstacles and the decay of each such part. For a suf-
ficient decay to hold, this competition has to occur in a favorable way. This is the
so called Ikawa condition:

Definition 1.1 (Ikawa condition, 1: strong hyperbolicity). There exists α > 0 such
that the following condition holds

(1.3)
∑

γ∈P

λγdγe
αdγ <∞.

Here P denotes the set of all primitive periodic trajectories, dγ the length of
the trajectory γ and λγ =

√

µγµ′
γ , where µγ and µ′

γ are the two eigenvalues of
modulus smaller than one of the Poincaré map associated with γ. This condition
was first introduced by [Ika82] when investigating the decay of the local energy
of the wave equation. Notice that it is in particular automatically verified when
the obstacles are sufficiently far from each other. It is the analog of the topologic
pressure condition arising in [BGH10].
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We will moreover suppose the second part of the Ikawa condition to be verified,
namely, denoting by Θi the obstacles:

Definition 1.2 (Ikawa condition, 2: no obstacle in shadow). For all i, j, k pairwise
distincts,

(1.4) Conv(Θi ∪Θj) ∩Θk = ∅.

At the difference of the first one, and excepting the degenerated situation where a
periodic trajectory is tangent to an obstacle, this condition may be purely technical
(it permits to construct solutions without been preoccupied by the shadows induced
by the obstacles) and should be avoided with a more careful analysis.

We are now in position to state our result.

Theorem 1.1. Let (Θi)1≤i≤N be a finite family of smooth strictly convex subsets
of R3, such that Ikawa’s conditions (1.3) and (1.4) hold, and Ω = R

3\ ∪
1≤i≤N

Θi .

Then, under the non-endpoint admissibility conditions:

1
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3
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1

q
+

1
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≤
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2
, q 6= ∞, (Waves)

2

q
+

3

r
=

3

2
, (q, r) 6= (2, 6), (Schrödinger)

global Strichartz estimates without loss hold for both Schrödinger and wave equations
in Ω :

‖u‖Lq(R,Lr(Ω)) . ‖u0‖Ḣs + ‖u1‖Ḣs−1 , (Waves)

‖u‖Lq(R,Lr(Ω)) . ‖u0‖L2. (Schrödinger)

Overview of the proof. We generalise the approach introduced in [Laf17a, Laf17b].
As we dealt with the Schrödinger equation outside two convex obstacles in

[Laf17b] and showed in [Laf17a] how to adapt the work to the wave equation,
the main novelty of this note is how to handle the N -convex framework, and there-
fore we present a detailed proof of our main result in the more intricate case of
the Schrödinger equation, and briefly explain how to adapt it to the wave equation
with the material of [Laf17a] in the last section.

In the flat case, the smoothing estimate permits to stack Strichartz estimates
in time ∼ h for data of frequency ∼ h−1 to show global estimates. As remarked
in [BGH10], the logarithmic loss that appears in our setting in the smoothing esti-
mate can be compensated if we show Strichartz estimates in time h| log h| instead
of h near the trapped set, provided a smoothing estimate without loss in the non
trapping region is at hand. Therefore, our first section is devoted to prove such
an estimate, using a commutator argument together with the escape function con-
struction of Morawetz, Raltson and Strauss [MRS77]. We then show that we can
reduce ourselves to data micro-locally supported near trapped trajectories, and
that remain in a neighbourhood of it in logarithmic times. We extend to the N -
convex framework the construction of an approximate solution for such data done
in [Laf17a, Laf17b] following ideas of [Ika88, Ika82] and [Bur93], and finally, we
show that under the strong hyperbolicity assumption (1.3), this construction gives
a sufficient decay.
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Notations.

• We denote by K ⊂ T ⋆Ω ∪ T ⋆∂Ω the trapped set, which is is composed of
infinitely many periodic trajectories,

• and by P the set of all primitive periodic trajectories, that is, followed only
once,

• the operator ψ(−h2∆) localizes at frequencies |ξ| ∈ [α0h
−1, β0h

−1], we refer
to [Iva10] for the definition of this operator,

• the set I is the set of all stories of reflexions, that is all finites sequences
(j1, · · · , jk) with values in J1, · · · , NK such that ji 6= ji+1,

• moreover, we will adopt all the notations introduced in [Laf17b]. Let us in
particular recall that

Φt : T
⋆Ω ∪ T ⋆∂Ω −→ T ⋆Ω ∪ T ⋆∂Ω

denotes the billiard flow on Ω: Φt(x, ξ) is the point attained after a time t

from the point x in the direction ξ
|ξ| at the speed |ξ|, following the laws of

geometrical optics,
• finally, let us recall that the spatial and directional components of Φt are

respectively denoted Xt and Ξt.

2. Smoothing effect without loss outside the trapped set

Let us recall the smoothing effect with logarithmic loss obtained in [Bur04] in
our framework of a family of strictly convex obstacle verifying Ikawa’s condition:

Proposition 2.1. For any χ ∈ C∞
c (R3) and any u0 ∈ L2(Ω) such that u0 =

ψ(−h2∆)u0, we have

(2.1) ‖χeit∆Du0‖L2(R,L2) . (h| log h|)
1
2 ‖u0‖L2 .

The aim of this first section is to prove a smoothing effect without loss outside
the trapped set:

Proposition 2.2 (Local smoothing without loss in the non trapping region). Let
φ ∈ C∞

c (R3 × R
3) be supported in the complementary of the trapped set, Kc. Then

we have, for u0 = ψ(−h2∆)u0

(2.2) ‖Oph(φ)e
−it∆Du0‖L2(R,H1/2(Ω)) . ‖u0‖L2.

Proof. We will use the same strategy as in [BGH10] lemma 2.2, adapting the proof
in the case of a domain with boundary. Notice that, for any operator A,

(2.3) 〈Au, u〉(T )− 〈Au, u〉(0) =

∫ T

0

∫

Ω

〈[i∆, A]u, u〉+

∫ T

0

∫

∂Ω

〈Au, ∂nu〉.

Thus, if we find an operator A of order 0 such that [i∆, A] is elliptic and positive
on the support of φ and such that the border term

B =

∫ T

0

∫

∂Ω

〈Au, ∂nu〉dσdt

is essentially positive, we shall obtain the desired estimate.
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Notations. If b ∈ C∞(R3 ×R
3) is a real symbol such that b ≥ 0, and b ≥ α on U ,

we use Garding inequality on symbols of the form

b− α
aā

(sup |a|)2
≥ 0,

where a ∈ C∞
c (R3 × R

3) is supported in U . Notice that we have Oph(aā) =
Oph(a)Oph(a)

⋆ +O(h).
Moreover, we will denote, in this section and this section only, Φ for the operator

associated to φ.

The symbol of A at the border as an operator acting on Schrödinger

waves. We perform the semi-classical time change of variable to write:

B = h−1

∫ hT

0

∫

∂Ω

〈A(eihtu0), ∂n(e
ihtu0)〉dσdt

We use the strategy of [MRS77] to derive the symbol of A at the border as an
operator acting on Schrödinger waves. Let us consider A as an operator acting
on ∂Ω × R. Notice that, because ∂Ω × R is nowhere characteristic for the semi-
classical Schrödinger flow, there exists an operator Q of order zero such that for
any semi-classical Schrödinger wave v

(2.4) Av|∂Ω×R = Q(∂nv).

Let q be the symbol of this operator. Let (x0, t0) ∈ ∂Ω×R and (η, τ) ∈ T(x0,t0)(∂Ω×
R). We denote by ψ± the two distinct solutions of the Eikonal equations

|∇ψ(x)|2 = −τ,

ψ±(x) = x · η on ∂O,

that are well defined in a neighborhood of x0 as soon as τ − η2 > 0: indeed,
extending n in a small neighborhood of the border, one can always take

ψ± = x · η ±
√

τ − η2n.

For λ > 0, consider, extending ∂nψ± in a neighborhood of x0 in Ω

vλ =
eiλ(ψ++tτ) − eiλ(ψ−+tτ)

(iλ)(∂nψ+ − ∂nψ−)
,

which is solution of an approximate semi-classical Schrödinger equation

i∂tvλ − λ−1∆vλ = O(λ−1),

vλ = 0 on ∂O.

verifying, in a neighborhood of x0 in ∂O

∂nvλ = eiλ(x·η+tτ).

But, the principal symbol of Q can be computed as

q(x0, t0, η, τ) = lim
λ→∞

e−iλ(x0·η+t0·τ)Q(eiλ(x·η+tτ))(x0, t0)

= lim
λ→∞

e−iλ(x0·η+t0·τ)Q(∂nvλ)(x0, t0).

By the Duhamel formula, the difference between vλ and the solution of the actual
equation wλ is bounded in a neighborhood of (x0, t0) by

|wλ − vλ| . λ−1,
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therefore, we can replace vλ by wλ, which is an exact Schrödinger wave, in the limit
and make use of (2.4) to get:

q(x0, t0, η, τ) = lim
λ→∞

e−iλ(x0·η+t0·τ)Q(∂nwλ)(x0, t0)

= lim
λ→∞

e−iλ(x0·η+t0·τ)A(wλ)(x0, t0) = lim
λ→∞

e−iλ(x0·η+t0·τ)A(vλ)(x0, t0)

=

(

a(x, dψ+)− a(x, dψ−)

2(∂nψ+ − ∂nψ−)

)

(x0, t0).

And we conclude that, this computation been valid for τ − η2 > 0

q(x0, t0, η, τ) =

(

a(x0, ξ+)− a(x0, ξ−)

(ξ+ − ξ−) · n(x0)

)

,(2.5)

ξ± = η ±
√

τ − η2n(x0).(2.6)

Notice that ξ± is a pair of reflected rays.

The escape function. Let (y, η) /∈ K. The generalized broken ray starting from
(y, η) is composed of a finite number of segments, thus, the construction of [MRS77],
Section 5, holds to construct a ray function starting from (y, η), that is, a function
p0 satisfying

ξ · ∇p0(x, ξ) ≥ 0,
p0(x, ξ) − p0(x, ξ

′)

(ξ − ξ′) · n(x)
≥ 0,

and

η · ∇p0(y, η) > 0,
p0(y, η)− p0(y, η

′)

(η − η′) · n(y)
> 0.

Therefore, by compactness, we can construct a function a such that

ξ · ∇a(x, ξ) ≥ 0,
a(x, ξ)− a(x, ξ

′

)

(ξ − ξ′) · n(x)
≥ 0(2.7)

ξ · ∇a(x, ξ) > 0,
a(x, ξ) − a(x, ξ

′

)

(ξ − ξ′) · n(x)
> 0, on V ⊃⊃ supp φ.(2.8)

Finally, notice that, because the construction of [MRS77] follows the rays and
because the trapped set is invariant by the flow, we can construct a in such a way
that

(2.9) a = 0 near K.

Remark that, as in [MRS77], Section 1, such an a can be approximated by a poly-
nomial in order to justify the above integration by parts.

A first estimate. Let δ > 0. Because of (2.7), (2.5), q is real-valued and positive
on {τ−η2 ≥ 0}, therefore, there exists ǫ > 0 small enough so that, on {τ−η2 ≥ −ǫ}
we have, with the notations of (2.5)

(2.10) ℜe
a(x0, ξ+)− a(x0, ξ−)

(ξ+ − ξ−) · n(x0)
≥ −δ/2.

and, for |α| ≤ 2(d+ 1) = 8

(2.11)
∣

∣ℑm ∂αx,t,ξ,τ
a(x0, ξ+)− a(x0, ξ−)

(ξ+ − ξ−) · n(x0)

∣

∣ ≤ δ/2
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Now, let χ be positive and supported in {τ − η2 ≥ −2ǫ} and such that χ = 1 in
{τ − η2 ≥ −ǫ}. We decompose a as the sum

a = χa+ (1− χ)a.

Note that (1 − χ)a is supported away from the characteristic set {τ = η2} of the
semi-classical Schrödinger flow. Therefore,

‖Oph((1 − χ)a)u‖Hσ(R×Ω) = O(h∞)‖u0‖L2 ,

and using a trace theorem

B =

∫ T

0

∫

∂Ω

〈R(∂n(e
it∆u0)), ∂n(e

it∆u0)〉dσdt +O(h∞)‖u0‖L2 ,

where R = Op(χa). Notice that a pair of reflected rays share the same norm,
therefore, by (2.5), the symbol of R is

r(x0, t0, η, τ) = χ(η, τ)

(

a(x0, ξ+(η, τ)) − a(x0, ξ−(η, τ))

(ξ+(η, τ) − ξ−(η, τ)) · n(x0)

)

,

ξ± = η ±
√

τ − η2n(x0).

Therefore, by (2.10), (2.8) and (2.9), we can use the Garding inequality for the real
part, the Calderon-Vaillancourt theorem for the imaginary part in order to write

(2.12) B ≥ −δ

∫ T

0

∫

∂Ω

|Φ̃u|2dσdt− cGard‖χbu‖L2([0,T ],H−1/2(∂Ω)) +O(h∞)‖u0‖L2 .

where φ̃ ∈ C∞
c (R3 × R

3) is supported in Kc and φ̃ = 1 on the support of φ, and
χb ∈ C∞

c (R3) is such that χb = 1 on ∂Ω.
Moreover, by the same procedure as in [MRS77], we may suppose that for |x| ≥

R ≫ 1, a is given by a(x, ξ) = hx · ξ. Let χR ∈ C∞
c be such that χR = 1 on

{|x| ≤ 2R} and χR = 0 on {|x| ≥ 3R}. We decompose

∫

Ω

〈[i∆, A]u, u〉 =

∫

Ω

〈[i∆, A]χRu, χRu〉

+

∫

Ω

〈[i∆, A]χRu, (1− χR)u〉+

∫

Ω

〈[i∆, A](1 − χR)u, χRu〉

+

∫

Ω

〈[i∆, A](1− χR)u, (1− χR)u〉.

Because the commutator is truly non-negative for functions supported in {|x| ≥ 2R},
the last term is non-negative. Moreover, the integrand of both intermediate terms
are supported in {2R ≤ |x| ≤ 3R}. Therefore, taking R large enough, the long-
range smoothing estimate, which is for example a consequence of the long-range
resolvent estimate of Cardoso and Vodev [CV02] by the procedure of [BGT04],
allows us to control them:

∣

∣

∫

R

∫

Ω

〈[i∆, A]χRu, (1− χR)u〉+ 〈[i∆, A](1 − χR)u, χRu〉
∣

∣

. ‖χ̃u‖L2H1/2 . ‖u0‖L2,
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where χ̃ ∈ C∞
c is equal to one in {2R ≤ |x| ≤ 3R} and supported in {|x| ≥ R}.

Finally, by the Garding inequality again, using (2.8):

(2.13)

∫ T

0

∫

Ω

〈[i∆, A]χRu, χRu〉 ≥ C‖Φu‖L2H1/2 − cGard‖χRu‖L2L2 ,

Thus, combining (2.3), (2.12), and (2.13), using the trace theorem and controlling
the lower order terms with the estimate with logarithmic loss we get

(2.14) ‖Φu‖L2H1/2 ≤ C(‖u0‖L2 + δ‖Φ̃u‖L2H1/2) + CδO(h
∞).

Iteration and conclusion. To conclude, we would like to take δ > 0 small enough
and iterate (2.14). In order to do so, we have to take care of the potential depen-

dency in φ, φ̃,
˜̃
φ, . . . ,

∼(k)

φ , · · · and δ of the constants appearing in this estimate. Let

us first remark that we take all the
∼(k)

φ in a given small neighborhood of the sup-
port of φ - this neighborhood is a subset of V of (2.8). Thus, there exists A ≥ 1
such that, for |α+ β| ≤ N

‖∂α,βx,ξ

∼(k)

φ ‖L∞ ≤ Ak.

Therefore, the Garding constants cGard in (2.12), (2.13) at the k-th iteration can be
taken as Ak. Moreover, by (2.8), ξ ·∇a is bounded below by a constant C uniformly

on the support of all the
∼(k)

φ , so we can choose the same constant C in (2.13) at
all iteration. Finally, the O(h∞) term depends only of δ.

Therefore, we can precise the constants in (2.14) at the k-th iteration:

‖
∼(k)

Φ u‖L2H1/2 ≤ (C +Ak)‖u0‖L2 + Cδ‖
∼(k+1)

Φ u‖L2H1/2 + CδO(h
∞),

where C and A have no dependencies in k and δ and Cδ depends only of δ. Thus
we get

‖Φu‖L2H1/2 ≤

[

C
1− (Cδ)k+1

1− Cδ
+

(CδA) − (CδA)k+1

1− CδA

]

‖u0‖L2

+ (Cδ)k‖
∼(k+1)

Φ u‖L2H1/2 + Cδ
1− (Cδ)k+1

1− Cδ
O(h∞)

≤

[

C
1− (Cδ)k+1

1− Cδ
+

(CδA) − (CδA)k+1

1− CδA

]

‖u0‖L2

+ (Cδ)k‖χ0u‖L2H1/2 + Cδ
1− (Cδ)k+1

1− Cδ
O(h∞)

where χ0 is compactly supported. We fix δ small enough so that CδA < 1 and let
k go to infinity to obtain the result. �

Remark 2.1. Notice that the exact same proof holds for any arbitrary domain for
which a smoothing estimate with logarithmic loss holds. Moreover, as remarked by
[DV13], we can iterate such a proof and therefore it suffices to assume a smoothing
estimate with polynomial loss. More precisely, we initiate the argument controlling
the lower order terms by the smoothing estimate with polynomial loss, and then
iterate the proof and control the lower order terms by the previous estimate at each
step, until we reach h0. Thus we obtain the more general:
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Proposition 2.3. Let Ω be such that the following smoothing estimate with poly-
nomial loss holds: there exists k > 0 such that for all χ ∈ C∞

c (Rd) and all u0 ∈ L2

such that u0 = ψ(−h2∆)u0, we have:

‖χe−it∆Du0‖L2(R,H1/2(Ω)) . h−k‖u0‖L2.

Then, a smoothing estimate without loss holds outside the trapped set K: that is,
for all φ ∈ C∞

c (R3 × R
3) supported in Kc, we have

‖Oph(φ)e
−it∆Du0‖L2(R,H1/2(Ω)) . ‖u0‖L2.

3. Reduction to the logarithmic trapped set

Because of Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2, the exact same proof as in
[Laf17b], section 2, show that the following proposition implies our main result
for the Schrödinger equation:

Proposition 3.1 (Strichartz estimates on a logarithmic interval near the trapped
set). There exists ǫ > 0 such that for all φ ∈ C∞

c (R3 × R
3) supported in a small

enough neighborhood of K ∩ {|ξ| ∈ [α0, β0]}, we have

(3.1) ‖Oph(φ)e
−it∆Dψ(−h2∆)u0‖Lp(0,ǫh| log h|)Lq(Ω) ≤ C‖u0‖L2 .

Notice that, by a classical TT ⋆ argument, Proposition 3.1 is a consequence of
the following pointwise dispersive estimate:

(3.2) ‖Aeith∆ψ(−h2∆)A⋆‖L1→L∞ . (ht)−3/2, ∀0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| log h|,

where we denoted, here and in the sequel of this section

A := Oph(φ)

in the seek of readability.
Thus, the rest of the paper will be devoted to prove such an estimate. The

aim of this section is to show that we can reduce ourselves to data micro-locally
supported to the points that remain near the trapped trajectories in logarithmic
times. In order to do so, we first need to generalizes some properties of the billiard
flow shown in [Laf17b]:

3.1. Regularity of the billiard flow. We first need the following lemma, where
we denoted by Wtan,η an η-neighborhood of the tangent rays:

Lemma 3.1. There exists η > 0 such that any ray cannot cross Wtan,η more than
twice.

Proof. If it is not the case, for all n ≥ 0, there exists (xn, ξn) ∈ K ×S2, where K is
a compact set strictly containing the obstacles, such that Φt(xn, ξn) crossWtan, 1n

at

least three times. Extracting from (xn, ξn) a converging subsequence, by continuity
of the flow, letting n going to infinity we obtain a ray that is tangent to ∪Θi in at
least points. Therefore, it suffices to show that such a ray cannot exists.

Remark that, because of the non-shadows condition (1.4), if (x, ξ) ∈ Wtan, if we
consider the ray starting from (x, ξ) and the ray starting from (x,−ξ), one of the
two do not cross any obstacle in positive times. But, if there is a ray tangent to the
obstacles in at least three points, if we consider the second tangent point (x0, ξ0),
both rays starting from (x0, ξ0) and (x0,−ξ0) have to cross an obstacle, therefore,
this is not possible. �
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Together with lemma 3.2 of [Laf17b], which gives the (Hölder) regularity of the
billiard flow near tangent points for a domain with no infinite order of contact
points, we obtain, with the exact same proof as in this previous paper - the only
assumption made been which given by lemma 3.1:

Lemma 3.2. Let V be a bounded open set containing the convex hull of ∪Θi. Then,
there exists µ > 0, C > 0 and τ > 0 such that, for all x, x̃ ∈ V , all ξ, ξ̃ such that
|ξ|, |ξ′| ∈ [α0, β0], for all t > 0 there exists t′ verifying |t′ − t| ≤ τ such that

(3.3) d(Φt′ (x̃, ξ̃), Φt′(x, ξ))) ≤ Ct
′

d((x̃, ξ̃), (x, ξ))µ.

Remark 3.1. It is crucial, in the proof of this previous lemma, that a ray cannot cross
Wtan,η infinitely many times: indeed, regularity is lost at each tangent point. There-
fore, in the case which does not enters the framework of Ikawa condition, 2: no obstacle in shadow
of a trapped ray which is tangent to an obstacle, this proof does not hold, and we
do not know if such a regularity of the flow is true. As this regularity is crucial in
the sequel, we think that this “non shadow” condition may not be only technical,
at least in the degenerated situation previously mentioned.

Finally, let us remark that

Lemma 3.3. Let δ > 0 and Dδ be a δ-neighborhood of P. Then, for all compact
K, Φt(ρ) −→ ∞ as t −→ ±∞ uniformly with respect to ρ ∈ K ∩Dc

δ.

Proof. It suffices to prove that the length of all trajectories in K∩Dc
δ are uniformly

bounded. If it is not the case, there exists ρn ∈ Dc
δ ∩K such that

lenght {Φt(ρn)}t≥0 ∩K −→ +∞

as n goes to infinity. Up to extract a subsequence, ρn −→ ρ⋆ ∈ Dc
δ. Necessarily,

lenght {Φt(ρ⋆)}t≥0 ∩K = ∞, thus ρ⋆ ∈ P , this is not possible. �

Lemma 3.4. K is closed.

Proof. Let ρn ∈ K, ρn −→ ρ. There existsA > 0 such that for any t, d(πxΦt(ρn), 0R3) ≤
A. πxΦt(·) been continuous for any fixed t, it suffices to pass to the limit n −→ ∞
in the previous inequality to obtain ρ ∈ K. �

3.2. Reduction of the problem. We now show that we can reduce ourselves to
points that remain near trapped trajectories in logarithmic times T0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| log h|
in order to prove the pointwise dispersive estimate (3.2) in times [T0, ǫ| log h|]. In
contrast to [Laf17b], where we used a translation argument in the spirit of [Iva10],
we are here inspired by [BGH10].

Let δ > 0. By lemma 3.4, the projection on R
3 × S2 of the trapped set is

compact, thus there exists a finite number of phase-space segments (Sk)1≤k≤Nδ
,

Sk = sk × Rξk ⊂ T ⋆Ω, si been a segment of R
3, such that K is contained in a

δ-neighborhood of ∪Sk. The small quantity δ > 0 may be reduced a finite number
of time in the sequel.

We will now define a microlocal partition of unity (Πk). Let pk ∈ C∞
0 (T ⋆Ω), 0 ≤

pk ≤ 1 be a family of functions such that pk is supported in a neighborhood Wk of
Sk and

∑

1≤k≤Nδ

pk = 1 in a neighborhood of K.

Let us define
Πk = Oph(pk), ∀1 ≤ k ≤ Nδ.
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Now, let χ0 ∈ C∞(R3) , 0 ≤ χ0 ≤ 1 such that χ0 is supported sufficiently far from
Con∪Θi, and equal one far from the origin. Notice that any broken bicharacteristic
entering the support of χ0 from its complement remains in it for all times. We take

Π0 = χ0

and let

Π−1 = Oph



1− χ0 −
∑

1≤k≤Nδ

pk



 .

Π−1 is defined in such a way that his symbol verifies

d(Suppp−1,K) ≥ d1 > 0,

therefore, by lemma 3.3, there exists T0 > 0 such that

πxΦt(Suppp−1) ⊂ Suppχ0, ∀|t| ≥ T0.

Now, let τ > 0. It will be fixed in the sequel. In the spirit of [BGH10], we
decompose T = (L− 1)τ + s0, where L ∈ N and s0 ∈ [0, τ). We have

eiTh∆ = eits0∆
(

eiτh∆
)L−1

, eiτh∆ = eiτh∆
∑

−1≤k≤Nδ

Πk.

and thus
eiTh∆ =

∑

k=(k1,··· ,kL)

eits0∆ΠkLe
iτh∆ΠkL−1

· · ·Πk1e
iτh∆,

where the sum is taken over all multi-indice k ∈ J−1, NδK
L. Let us remark that,

because the wavefront set of the semi-classical Schödinger flow is invariant by the
generalized bicharacteristic flow, denoting

σk = Aeits0∆ΠkLe
iτh∆ΠkL−1

· · ·Πk1e
iτh∆ψ(−h2∆)A⋆,

it holds that

(3.4) ρ ∈WFh(σk) =⇒











πxρ ∈ Suppφ,

Φjτ (ρ) ∈ Suppqkj ∀1 ≤ j ≤ L,

πxΦT (ρ) ∈ Suppφ.

Thus we have

Lemma 3.5. Let k ∈ J−1, NδK
L. If there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ L such that kj = 0 or

kj = −1, then σk = O(h∞) as an L1 → L∞ operator.

Proof. As remarked in [BGH10], by virtue of Sobolev embeddings it suffices to show
that σk = O(h∞) as an L2 → L2 operator, thus has null operator wavefront set. Let
us suppose first that there exists j such that kj = 0. We choose j to be the the first
such indice. Suppose that ρ ∈ WFh(σk). There exists t0 ∈ [(j − 1)τ, jτ ] such that
the spatial projection of Φjτ (ρ) enters the support of χ0 from its complementary,
thus it does not leave it. Therefore πxΦT (ρ) ∈ Suppχ0, this is not possible. Thus
WFh(σk) = ∅.

Now, suppose that there exists j ∈ [1, L − T0

τ ] such that kj = −1. Let ρ ∈
WFh(σk). Φjτ (ρ) ∈ SuppΠ−1, hence

πxΦjτ+t(ρ) ∈ Suppχ0, ∀t ≥ T0,

and we are reduced thus to the previous case. In the same way, we exclude j ∈
[T0

τ , L] using the property for all t ≤ −T0. �
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But, as the k-sum contains at most (Nδ + 2)
ǫ
τ | log h| – that is, a negative power

of h – terms, we have
∑

k

O(h∞) = O(h∞),

and therefore we deduce from the previous lemma that, as an L1 → L∞ operator

AeiTh∆ψ(−h2∆)A⋆ =
∑

k,kj≥1

σk +O(h∞).

Now, we will choose τ > 0 small enough given by the following lemma:

Lemma 3.6. For all δ > 0, there exists τ > 0 small enough so that, for every
trajectory γ ∈ P, we have

d(ρ, γ) < δ, d(Φτ (ρ), γ) < δ =⇒ ∀t ∈ [0, τ ], d(Φt(ρ), γ) < 3δ.

Proof. Let ρ̃ realizing the distance from ρ to γ. We denote

t0 = inf {t ≥ 0, s.t. πxΦt(ρ) ∈ Θ} , t̃0 = inf {t ≥ 0, s.t. πxΦt(ρ̃) ∈ Θ} .

We assume that, for example, t̃0 > t0. Notice that, by the proof of lemma 3.2 from
[Laf17b], we have

∀t ∈ [0, τ ]\(t0, t̃0), d(Φt(ρ),Φt(ρ̃)) ≤ Cτδ.

Moreover, for t ∈ [t0, t̃0],

d(Φt(ρ),Φt(ρ̃)) ≤ d(Φt(ρ),Φt0(ρ)) + d(Φt0 (ρ),Φt0(ρ̃)) + d(Φt0(ρ̃),Φt(ρ̃)),

but, as {(Φt(ρ)}t∈[t0,t̃0]
and {(Φt(ρ̃)}t∈[t0,t̃0]

are straight lines

d(Φt(ρ),Φt0(ρ)) ≤ |t− t0||πξρ| ≤ τβ0,

and similarly for ρ̃. Therefore

d(Φt(ρ),Φt(ρ̃)) ≤ 2τβ0 + Cτ δ.

We take τ > 0 small enough so that 2τβ0 ≤ δ and Cτ ≤ 2 and we get the result. �

The segment Skj joins the obstacles Θaj and Θbj . Choosing δ > 0 small enough,
by (3.4), σk is not O(h∞) only if, for all j

(aj = aj+1 and bj = bj+1) or (ai+1 = bj).

that is, only if γk = Sk1 ◦ Sk2 ◦ · · · ◦ SkL is a trajectory. Let, if it is the case, Jk be
the corresponding story of reflexions. We extract from Jk the primitive story Ik,
that is, Jk = lIk + r, Ik been primitive.

We now introduce the trapped set of an open subset in time T :

Definition 3.1. Let D be an open subset of (T ⋆Ω ∪ T ⋆∂Ω) ∩ {|ξ| ∈ [α0, β0]} and
T > 0. We define the trapped set of D in time T , denoted TT (D), in the following
way

ρ ∈ TT (D) ⇐⇒ ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ΦT (ρ) ∈ D.

Let us denote by DIk,δ a δ-neighborhood of γk∩{|ξ| ∈ [α0, β0]}. For I a primitive
story of reflexions, let qI,T ∈ C∞

0 be such that

(3.5) qI,T = 0 outside TT (DI,4δ), qI,T = 1 in TT (DI,3δ),

and denote

QTI := Oph(qI,T ).
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We have, by (3.4) and the choice of τ > 0 permitted by lemma 3.6

σk = σkQ
T
Ik +O(h∞).

Now, remark that for I a primitive story of reflexions

AeiTh∆ψ(−h2∆)A⋆QTI =
∑

k,Ik=I

σkQ
T
I +O(h∞),

and therefore we recover
∑

I primitive

AeiTh∆ψ(−h2∆)A⋆QTI = AeiTh∆ψ(−h2∆)A⋆ +O(h∞).

Let us finally remark that for T ≤ ǫ| log h|, we have h ≤ e−
T
ǫ , thus the O(h∞)

term verifies the dispersive estimate. Therefore, we have proven that:

Lemma 3.7. If the following dispersive estimate holds true

‖
∑

I primitive

AeiTh∆ψ(−h2∆)A⋆QTI ‖L1−→L∞ . (hT )−
3
2 , ∀T0 ≤ T ≤ ǫ| logh|,

then the dispersive estimate (3.2) is true in times [T0, ǫ| logh|].

3.3. Times 0 ≤ t ≤ T0 and conclusion of the section. Finally, notice that
the construction of QTI does not depend of φ. We choose φ supported in a small
enough neighborhood of K so that, in times 0 ≤ t ≤ T0 and for |ξ| ∈ [α0, β0], the
bicharacteristic flow Φt(ρ) starting from ρ has only hyperbolic points of intersection
with the boundary. But, for such points, we can use the parametrix construction
of Ikawa [Ika82, Ika88], adapted to this problem in [Laf17b] and explained in the
next section in the N -convex framework to show that the dispersive estimate holds
true in times 0 ≤ t ≤ T0, with a constant depending on T0: indeed, the flow can be
writen as a finite (depending on T0) sum of reflected waves, each of them verifying
the dispersive estimate.

Thus, by lemma 3.7, we are reduced to show the following dispersive estimate in
order to obtain our main result, namely, we have

Lemma 3.8. If the following dispersive estimate holds true

(3.6) ‖
∑

I primitive

AeiTh∆ψ(−h2∆)A⋆QTI ‖L1−→L∞ . (hT )−
3
2 , ∀T0 ≤ T ≤ ǫ| log h|,

then Strichartz estimates of Theorem 1.1 hold true for the Schrödinger equation.

where the symbols of QTI were defined by (3.5). The sequel of the paper is
devoted to doing so.

Let us remark that, with the same proof as in [Laf17b], we have, as a consequence
of lemma 3.2,

d(TT (D̃)c, TT (D)) ≥
1

4
e−cTd(D̃c, D), ∀D ⊂ D̃

and therefore qTI can, and will be constructed in such a way that, for 0 ≤ T ≤
ǫ| logh|

(3.7) |∂αq
T
I | . h−2|α|cǫ.
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4. Construction of an approximate solution

4.1. The microlocal cut off. We will use the reflected-phase construction of
[Ika88, Ika82] and [Bur93]. It is summed up in [Laf17b], let us recall that ϕJ
is the reflected phase obtained from ϕ after the story of reflexions J .

According to [Bur93] (remark 3.17’) there exists M > 0 such that if J ∈ I,
J = rI + l verifies |J | ≥ M , and ϕ verifies (P ), ϕJ can be defined in U∞

I,l. We
choose δ > 0 small enough so that, according to the construction of the previous
section

DI,4δ ⊂
⋃

|l|≤|I|−1

U∞
I,l,

moreover, we will take T0 ≥ 2β0M .
Let us recall that we are reduced to show the following dispersive estimate:

‖
∑

I primitive

AeiTh∆ψ(−h2∆)A⋆QTI ‖L1−→L∞ . (hT )−
3
2 , ∀T0 ≤ T ≤ ǫ| log h|.

For all primitive story I, let us define

δyI (x) =
1

(2πh)3

∫

e−i(x−y)·ξ/hpI,T (x, ξ)dξ,

where pI,T is the symbol associated with PTI := ψ(−h2∆)A⋆QTI . Then we have,
for u0 ∈ L2

ψ(−h2∆)A⋆QTI u0(x) =

∫

δyI (x)u0(y)dy.

Then, by linearity of the flow

Aeith∆ψ(−h2∆)A⋆QTI u0 =

∫

Aeith∆δyIu0(y)dy,

and it therefore suffices to show that
∑

I primitive

|AeiTh∆δyI (x)| . (hT )−3/2, ∀T0 ≤ T ≤ ǫ| log h|.

Finally, notice that as the operator A is bounded in L∞ → L∞ in the same way as
in [Laf17b], it suffices only to show that

(4.1)
∑

I primitive

|χeiTh∆δyI (x)| . (hT )−3/2, ∀T0 ≤ T ≤ ǫ| logh|,

where χ ∈ C∞
c (R3) is supported in a neighborhood of the spatial projection of the

support of φ and equal to one on it.
In order to do so, we will construct a parametrix, that is, an approximate solu-

tion, in time 0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| logh| for the semi-classical Schrödinger equation with data
δyI . The first step will be to construct an approximate solution of the semi-classical
Schrödinger equation with data

e−i(x−y)·ξ/hpI,T (x, ξ)

where ξ ∈ R
n is fixed and considered as a parameter. Now that we are localized

around a trajectory, the construction is exactly the same as in [Laf17b]. Let us
sum it up briefly. In the sequel of this section, pI,T will be denoted p in the seek of
conciseness.
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4.2. Approximate solution. We look for the solution in positives times of the
equation











(i∂tw − h∆w) = 0 in Ω

w(t = 0)(x) = e−i(x−y)·ξ/hp(x, ξ)

w|∂Ω = 0

as the Neumann serie

w =
∑

J∈I

(−1)|J|wJ

where
{

(i∂tw
∅ − h∆w∅) = 0 in R

n

w∅(t = 0)(x) = e−i(x−y)·ξ/hp(x, ξ)

and, for J 6= ∅, J = (j1, · · · , jn), J ′ = (j1, · · · , jn−1)

(4.2)











(i∂tw
J − h∆wJ ) = 0 in R

n\Θjn
wJ (t = 0) = 0

wJ|∂Θjn
= wJ

′

|∂Θjn
.

We will look for the wJ ’s as power series in h. In the sake of conciseness, these
series will be considered at a formal level in this section, and we will introduce
their expression as a finite sum plus a reminder later, in the last section.

We look for w∅ as

w∅ =
∑

k≥0

hkw∅
ke

−i((x−y)·ξ−tξ2)/h,

w∅
0(t = 0) = q(x, ξ), w∅

k(t = 0) = 0.

Solving the transport equations gives immediately

w∅
0 = p(x− 2tξ, ξ),

w∅
k = −i

∫ t

0

∆w∅
k−1(x− 2(s− t)ξ, s)ds k ≥ 1.

Now, starting from the phase ϕ(x) = (x−y)·ξ
|ξ| , we define the reflected phases as

before and we look for wJ as:

wJ =
∑

k≥0

hkwJk e
−i(ϕJ (x,ξ)|ξ|−tξ

2)/h,

wJk |t≤0 = 0, wJk|∂Θjn
= wJ

′

k|∂Θjn
.

For x ∈ UJ (ϕ), we have










(∂t + 2|ξ|∇ϕJ · ∇+ |ξ|∆ϕJ )wJ0 = 0

wJ0|Θjn
= wJ

′

0|Θjn

wJ0 |t≤0 = 0

and










(∂t + 2|ξ|∇ϕJ · ∇+ |ξ|∆ϕJ )wJk = −i∆wJk−1

wJk|Θjn
= wJ

′

k|Θjn

wJk |t≤0 = 0.
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Solving the transport equations along the rays by the procedure explained in
[Laf17b], we get the exact same following expressions of wJk for x ∈ UJ(ϕ):

Proposition 4.1. We denote by X̂−2t(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ) the backward spatial component
of the flow starting from (x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ), defined in the same way as X−2t(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ),
at the difference that we ignore the first obstacle encountered if it’s not Θjn , and
we ignore the obstacles after |J | reflections. Moreover, for J = (j1, . . . , jn) ∈ I, we
denote by

J(x, t, ξ) =

{

(j1, · · · , jk) if X̂−2t(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ) has been reflected n− k times,

∅ if X̂−2t(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ) has been reflected n times.

Then, the wJk ’s are given by, for t ≥ 0 and x ∈ UJ(ϕ)

wJ0 (x, t) = ΛϕJ (x, ξ)p(X̂−2t(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ), ξ)

where

ΛϕJ(x, ξ) =

(

GϕJ (x)

GϕJ (X−1(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ))

)1/2

× · · · ×

(

Gϕ(X−|J|−1(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ))

Gϕ(X−|J|(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ))

)1/2

,

and, for k ≥ 1, and x ∈ UJ(ϕ)

wJk (x, t) = −i

∫ t

0

gϕJ (x, t− s, ξ)∆w
J(x,ξ,t−s)
k−1 (X̂−2(t−s)(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ), s)ds

where

gϕJ (x, ξ, t) =

(

GϕJ (x)

GϕJ (X−1(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ))

)1/2

×· · ·×

(

GϕJ(x,t,ξ)(X
−|J(x,t,ξ)|−1(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ))

GϕJ(x,t,ξ)(X̂−2t(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ))

)1/2

.

And, by the same proof again as in [Laf17b] it implies in particular the following
three results. The first of them is about the support of the solutions:

Lemma 4.1. For x ∈ UJ(ϕ)

(4.3) wJk (x, t) 6= 0 =⇒ (X̂−2t(x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ), ξ) ∈ Suppp.

And moreover

(4.4) SuppwJk ⊂ {J(x, ξ, t) = ∅} .

It implies that we can extend it by zero outside the domains of definition of the
phases:

Proposition 4.2. For x /∈ UJ(ϕ) and 0 ≤ t ≤ T we have wJk (x, t) = 0.

And that the have |J | ≈ t:

Lemma 4.2. There exists c1, c2 > 0 such that for every J ∈ I, the support of wJk is
included in {c1|J | ≤ t} and which of χwJk is included in {c1|J | ≤ t ≤ c2(|J |+ 1)}.

Now, let us recall that q = qI,T where I is a given primitive trajectory. We have:

Lemma 4.3. If J is not of the form rI + l, then wJk = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| log h|.
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Proof. If wJk (x, ξ) 6= 0, it follows from lemma 4.1 that there exists a broken ray
joining (x, |ξ|∇ϕJ ) and a point of the support of pI,T in time t following the
complete story of reflexions J . By definition of the trapped set and because
Suppp ⊂ TT (DI,4δ), this broken ray remains in a neighborhood of the trajectory γ
corresponding to I, thus J can only be of the form rI + l. �

Finally, let us notice that

Lemma 4.4. In times 0 ≤ t ≤ T , for J = rI + l, χwJk is supported in U∞
I,l.

Proof. From (4.3), the support of wJk consists of the support of q(., ξ), transported
along the billiard flow with initial direction ξ along the story of reflexion J and
then ignoring the obstacles. Because of the non-shadow condition (1.4), the part
ignoring the obstacles is cut off by χ, thus we obtain the result. �

4.3. The ξ derivatives. The following results about the directional derivatives of
the phase and the solution has been proven in [Laf17b], where the proof does not
involve the particular two obstacles geometry. The first one involves the critical
points of the phase and its non-degeneracy:

Lemma 4.5. Let J ∈ I and SJ(x, t, ξ) := ϕJ (x, ξ)|ξ| − tξ2. For all t > 0 and
there exists at most one sJ(x, t) such that DξSJ (x, t, sJ (x, t)) = 0. Moreover, for
all t0 > 0, there exists c(t0) > 0 such that, for all t ≥ t0 and all J ∈ I

(4.5) wJ (x, t, ξ) 6= 0 =⇒ | detD2
ξSJ(x, t, ξ)| ≥ c(t0) > 0.

The last two permits to control the directional derivatives of the solutions:

Proposition 4.3. For all multi-indices α, β there exists a constant Dα,β > 0 such
that the following estimate holds on U∞

I,l:

|Dα
ξD

β
x∇ϕJ | ≤ D

|J|
α,β.

Corollary 4.1. We following bounds hold on U∞
I,l

|Dα
ξ w

J
k | . C|J|

α h−(2k+|α|)cǫ.

4.4. Decay of the reflected solutions. The principal result which permits us to
estimate the decay of the reflected solutions is the convergence of the product of
the Gaussian curvatures ΛϕJ obtained by [Ika88, Ika82] and [?]. It writes, in this
setting

Proposition 4.4. Let 0 < λI < 1 be the square-root of the product of the two
eigenvalues lesser than one of the Poincaré map associated with the periodic trajec-
tory I. Then, there exists 0 < α < 1 and a C∞ function aI,l defined in U∞

I,l, such
that, for all J = rI + l, we have

sup
U∞

I,l

|ΛϕJ − λrIaI,l|m ≤ Cmλ
r
Iα

|J|.

In the same way as in [Laf17b], it implies in particular:

Proposition 4.5. If J = rI + l, where I is a primitive trajectory and l ≤ |I|, then
the following bounds hold on U∞

I,l:

|wJk |m ≤ Ckλ
|J|
I h−(2k+m)cǫ.

Moreover, on the whole space, |wJk |m ≤ Ckh
−(2k+m)cǫ.
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5. Proof of the main result

Let K ≥ 0. By the previous section, the function

(x, t) →
1

(2πh)3

∑

J=rI+l

∫ K
∑

k=0

hkwJk (x, t, ξ)e
−i(ϕJ (x,ξ)|ξ|−tξ

2)/hdξ

satisfies the approximate equation

∂tu− ih∆u = −ihK
1

(2πh)3

∑

J=rI+l

∫

∆wJK−1(x, t, ξ)e
−i(ϕJ (x,ξ)|ξ|−tξ

2)/hdξ

with data δyI,T . Because e−i(t−s)h∆ is anHm-isometry and by the Duhamel formula,

the difference from the actual solution e−ith∆δy is bounded in Hm norm by

C × |t| × hK−3 × sup
t,ξ

∑

J=rI+l

‖∆wJK−1(·, t, ξ)e
−i(ϕJ (·,ξ)|ξ|−tξ

2)/h‖Hm .

Therefore,

(5.1)
∑

I primitive

e−ith∆δyI (x) = SK(x, t) +RK(x, t)

with

SK(x, t) =
1

(2πh)3

∑

J∈I

∫ K
∑

k=0

hkwJk (x, t, ξ)e
−i(ϕJ (x,ξ)|ξ|−tξ

2)/hdξ

and, for 0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| log h|

(5.2) ‖RK(·, t)‖Hm . | log h|hK−3 sup
t,ξ

∑

J∈I

‖∆wJK−1(·, t, ξ)e
−i(ϕJ (·,ξ)|ξ|−tξ

2)/h‖Hm ,

where wJk is understood to be constructed from pI,T when J = rI + l.

The reminder. We first deal with the reminder term RK . Let us denote

W J
K−1(x, t) = ∆wJK−1(·, t, ξ)e

−i(ϕJ (·,ξ)|ξ|−tξ
2)/h

Notice that, by construction of the wk’s, w
J
k is supported in a set of diameter

(C + β0t). Therefore, using Proposition 4.5 to control the derivatives coming from
wK−1 and the estimate

|∇ϕJ |m ≤ Cm|∇ϕ|m

from [Ika88] to control the derivatives coming from the phase we get:

‖∂mW J
K−1‖L2 . CK(1 + β0t)

1
2 ‖∂mW J

K−1‖L∞ . CK(1 + t)
1
2h−m × h−(2K+m+2)cǫ

and thus, by (5.2) and the Sobolev embedding H2 →֒ L∞, for 0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| log h|

(5.3) ‖RK‖L∞ . | log h|
3
2hK(1−2cǫ)−5−4cǫ|

{

J ∈ I, s.t wJK−1 6= 0
}

|.

Note that wJK−1(t) 6= 0 implies by lemma 4.2 that |J | ≤ c1t, and |
{

J ∈ I, s.t wJK−1 6= 0
}

|
is bounded by the number of elements in

α⌈c1t⌉

where

αk = {sequences s in J1, NK of lenght ≤k s.t si+1 6= si}

But
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Lemma 5.1. The number of elements in αk admits the bound

|αk| ≤ CNN
k.

Proof. Let us denote

βk = {sequences s in J1, NK of lenght k s.t si+1 6= si} .

We have

|β1| = N

and

|βk+1| = (N − 1)|βk|.

Therefore

|βk| = N(N − 1)k−1, |αk| =
k
∑

i=1

βi + 1 = N
(N − 1)k − 1

N − 2
+ 1,

and the bound holds. �

Thus

(5.4) |
{

J ∈ I, s.t wJK−1 6= 0
}

| . N t

and therefore, according to (5.3), for 0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| log h|

‖RK‖L∞ . CK | log h|
3
2hK(1−2cǫ)−5−4cǫh−ǫ logN

. CKh
K(1−2cǫ)−6−4cǫ−ǫ logN .

We take ǫ > 0 small enough so that 2cǫ ≤ 1
2 and ǫ logN ≤ 1 in order to get

‖RK‖L∞ ≤ CKh
K
2
−8.

Let us fix K = 15. Then, ‖RK‖L∞ ≤ CKh
− 1

2 . Therefore, as t ≤ ǫ| log h| implies

h ≤ e−
t
ǫ , we get

(5.5) ‖RK‖L∞ ≤ CKh
− 3

2 e−
t
ǫ

for 0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| logh|.

Times t ≥ t0 > 0. Let us now deal with the approximate solution SK , K been
fixed and x in Suppχ. Let t0 > 0 to be chosen later. For t ≥ t0, by lemma 4.5
we can perform a stationary phase on each term of the J sum, up to order h. We
obtain, for t ≥ t0

(5.6)

SK(x, t) =
1

(2πh)3/2

∑

J∈I

e−i(ϕJ(x,sJ (t,x))|sJ (t,x)|−tsJ(t,x)
2)/h

(

wJ0 (t, x, sJ (t, x)) + hw̃J1 (t, x)
)

+
1

h3/2

∑

J∈I

RJst.ph.(x, t) +
1

(2πh)3

∑

J∈I

∫ K
∑

k=2

hkwJk (x, t, ξ)e
−i(ϕJ (x,ξ)|ξ|−tξ

2)/hdξ

where sJ(t, x) is an eventual unique critical point of the phase (if it does not exist,
the corresponding term is O(h∞) and by (5.4) it does not contribute). The term
w̃J1 is a linear combination of

D2
ξw

J
0 (t, x, sJ (t, x)), w

J
1 (t, x, sJ (t, x)),
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and RJst.ph. is the reminder involved in the stationary phase, who verifies (see for

example to [Zwo12], Theorem 3.15)

(5.7) |RJst.ph.(x, t)| ≤ h2
∑

|α|≤7

sup |Dα
ξ w

J
k (x, ·, t)|.

We recall that by lemma 4.4, for 0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| logh|, χwJk is supported in U∞
I,l.

Therefore, for 0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| log h| and all 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1, we have, if x ∈ Suppχ, using
the estimate of Proposition 4.5, because wJk (x, ξ, ·) is supported in {c1|J | ≤ t ≤
c2(|J |+ 1)} by lemma 4.2,

∑

J∈I

|wJk | ≤ Ckh
−2kcǫ

∑

J=rI+s | wJ
k 6=0

I primitive, |s|≤|I|−1

λ
|J|
I .

Thus
∑

J∈I

|wJk | ≤ Ckh
−2kcǫ

∑

I primitive

∑

r≥0
0≤s≤|I|−1

λ
ρk(I)+r
I λsI ,

where we denoted

ρk(I) = inf
{

r ≥ 1 s.t. ∃s, wrI+sk 6= 0
}

,

and we get

(5.8)
∑

J∈I

|wJk | ≤ Ckh
−2kcǫ

∑

I primitive
ρk(I) 6=∞

1

1− λI
λ
ρk(I)
I |I|.

Moreover, as

(5.9) ρk(I) .
t

|I|

and, because as remarked in [Bur93], if γ is the trajectory associated to I

(5.10)
dγ

diamC
≤ cardγ = |I| ≤

dγ
dmin

where C is the convex hull of ∪Θi. Therefore, combining (5.8) with (5.9) and (5.10)

(5.11)
∑

J∈I

|wJk | . Ckh
−2kcǫ

∑

γ primitive

dγλ
Dk

t
dγ

γ .

But, by Ikawa condition (1.3), there exists α > 0 such that
∑

γ primitive

dγλγe
αdγ <∞.

Let us denote

Cγ = λγe
αdγ .

Notice that, because dγ is bounded from below by dmin uniformly with respect to
γ, we have a fortiori

∑

Cγ <∞.

Therefore, all Cγ but a finite number are lesser than one. Reducing α if necessary
and taking it small enough, we can thus assume that

0 ≤ Cγ ≤ 1, ∀γ.
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Hence, for t ≥ dmin

Dk
we have

C
D t

dγ
γ ≤ Cγ ,

thus, by (5.12), for t ≥ dmin

Dk

∑

J∈I

|wJk | . Ckh
−2kcǫ

∑

γ primitive

dγ
(

Cγe
−αdγ

)Dk
t

dγ

. Ckh
−2kcǫ

∑

γ primitive

dγC
D t

dγ
γ e−αDkt ≤ Ckh

−2kcǫe−αDkt
∑

γ primitive

dγCγ ,

and hence, because of (1.3),

(5.12)
∑

J∈I

|wJk | ≤ Ckh
−2kcǫe−µkt for

dmin

Dk
≤ t ≤ ǫ| log h|.

for some µk > 0. Now, remark that for t ≤ dmin

D , by (5.11) we have
∑

J∈I

|wJk | . Ckh
−2kcǫ

∑

γ primitive

dγλγ

but because dγ are bounded below, (1.3) implies a fortiori
∑

γ primitive

dγλγ <∞

and thus

(5.13)
∑

J∈I

|wJk | . Ckh
−2kcǫ for t0 ≤ t ≤

dmin

Dk
.

Combining (5.12) and (5.13) we get
∑

J∈I

|wJk | ≤ C′
kh

−2kcǫe−µkt for t0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| logh|

Let us take ǫ > 0 small enough so that 2Kcǫ ≤ 1
2 . We get, for t0 ≤ t ≤ ǫ| log h|

∑

J∈I

|wJk | ≤ Ckh
− 1

2 e−µt, 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1,(5.14)

∑

J∈I

|wJ0 | . e−µt.(5.15)

with

µ = min
0≤k≤K−1

µk > 0.

Moreover, using (5.7) together with (5.4), lemma 4.2 and Corollary 4.1 we obtain,
for t ≤ ǫ| log h|

∑

J∈I

|RJst.ph.(x, t)| ≤ h2
∑

J∈I

∑

|α|≤7

sup |Dα
ξ w

J
k (x, ·, t)|

≤ h2−(2K+7)cǫ|
{

J ∈ I, s.t wJK−1 6= 0
}

|C
t
c1 . h2−(2K+7)cǫN tC

t
c1

≤ h2−(2K+7)cǫh−ηǫ
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where η > 0 depends only of α0, β0, and the geometry of the obstacles. Therefore,
choosing ǫ > 0 small enough

(5.16)
∑

J∈I

|RJst.ph.(x, t)| . h ≤ e−t/ǫ.

for t ≤ ǫ| logh|. In the same way we get, taking ǫ > 0 small enough and t ≤ ǫ| log h|
∑

J∈I

|D2
ξw

J
0 | . N tC

t
c1 . h−1/4

and therefore

(5.17)
∑

J∈I

|D2
ξw

J
0 | ≤ h−

1
2 e−t/4ǫ.

So, combining (5.14), (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17) with (5.6), we obtain, for some ν > 0

(5.18) |χSK(x, t)| .
e−νt

h3/2
for t0 ≤ t ≤ T.

Conclusion. Combining the above estimate (5.18) with the control of the reminder
term (5.5) and taking t = T gives (4.1) and therefore the dispersive estimate (3.6).
By the work of reduction of the third section and summed up in lemma 3.8, Theorem
1.1 is therefore demonstrated for the Schrödinger equation.

6. The wave equation

In the case of the wave equation, the counterpart of the smoothing estimate
without loss outside the trapped set, namely the following L2- decay of the local
energy

(6.1) ‖(Au,A∂tu)‖L2(R,Ḣγ×Ḣγ−1) . ‖u0‖Ḣγ + ‖u1‖Ḣγ ,

where A has micro-support disjoint from K, is obtained using the same commutator
argument, writing in the case of the wave equation as

0 =

∫ ∫

R×Ω

〈u, [@, P ]u〉+

∫ ∫

R×∂Ω

〈Pu, ∂nu〉,

where P is any pseudo-differential operator. Notice that the symbol of P at the
border, as an operator acting on waves, has been derivated in {τ2 − η2 > 0} by
[MRS77]. Our method apply in the exact same way as for the Schrödinger equation.

Once (6.1) is obtained, it follows as in [Laf17a] that we can reduce ourselves to
prove the Strichartz estimates near the trapped set in logarithmic times, namely

‖Oph(φ)u‖Lq(ǫ| log h|,Lr(Ω)) . ‖u0‖Ḣs + ‖u1‖Ḣs−1

where u0,1 = ψ(−h2∆)u0,1 and φ is supported in a small neighborhood of K. In
order to reduce ourselves at points of the phase-space that remain near a periodic
trajectory in logarithmic times, the exact same cuting as in the third section holds,
at the difference that the flow is followed at constant speed one.

Then, the construction of an approximate solution is the same as in [Laf17a],
with the adaptations of the N -convex framework presented in the fourth section.
In particular, the results of non-degeneracy of the phase and stationary points of
[Laf17a] hold, as their proof does not rely on the particular two-convex geometry.
Thus, we can perform the same stationary phase argument as in [Laf17a], the
difference with the Schrödinger equation been that the phase is now stationary on
plain lines due to the constant speed of propagation, and we obtain the good scale
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in h. Now, the only difference with the conclusion section of [Laf17a] is that we
cannot deal with

∑

J∈I

as in the two convex case. But we can do it in the exact same way as presented in
the fifth section, using the strong hyperbolic setting assumption (1.3), in order to
deduce the sufficient time decay. Thus the appropriate dispersive estimate for the
waves is obtained and the theorem follows.
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